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Welcome To Northwest.
Through a steadfast commitment to the highest 
standards of quality, customer service and 
safety, Northwest Tank Lines is recognized as 
one of the safest and fastest growing tank 
truck companies in North America. Our drive is 
to be the tank truck company by which all 
others are measured - the model of excellence 
for the industry.
 



Message from the West Coast German 
Shepherd Schutzhund Club Executive Board
 
On behalf of all of the members of the West Coast German 
Shepherd SC, we wish all the delegates and corporate sponsors a 
warm and heartfelt welcome. This event is special to us here in the 
WCGSSC because it highlights the tradition of contributing to the 
dog sport that was passed on to us by some very special people. 
 
Hosting this event is our way to honour all of those who 
encouraged us, taught us, promoted us and who donated their 
precious time and knowledge to help us understand the beauty of 
the sport and the German Shepherd dog. They did it for the love of 
the sport, and for the camaraderie that it brings, without 
reservation and without a price. To continue that tradition we in the 
West Coast GSSC all donate our valuable time from our work, our 
families and our training to host this event annually without a fee. 
 
The members of the West Coast club believe strongly in the 
tradition of sharing their training with others who are interested in 
improving the sport and the way the sport is presented and 
perceived. We believe that sharing our success and knowledge 
will encourage others and promote a positive perception of the 
training, competing and breeding of working dogs. We do it to 
preserve the true heart of the sport.
 
Again this year we continue our campaign to raise funds from our 
activities to donate to a police K9 unit in BC. A portion of the 
proceeds from every West Coast GSSC event will go  towards this 
objective.
 
We warmly welcome and extend a big thank you to all the 
business partners that have stepped up to support the event. Our 
support and promotion of their products and businesses ensures a 
strong and continued relationship in the future.
 
We sincerely hope you will enjoy your time here at the WCGSSC. 
We expect that you will make new friends and leave with great 
memories, new ideas and an increased passion and excitement 
for the sport and the German Shepherd Dog.
 
West Coast German Shepherd SC
 

Helen Jones

Ros Jamieson

Nancy Wong

Lance Collins

Jane Holowaty

Welcome to WorkWeek
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WEST COAST GSSC CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR 2013

May 11-12       JUERGEN ZANK SEMINAR
 

 
April 20       West Coast Club Trial 
 
April 21    GSSCC WESTERN REGION 

SIEGER SHOW & BREED SURVEY
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
June 1 - 2       GSSCC WESTERN REGION 

IPO CHAMPIONSHIP
 & WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM QUALIFIER
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A portion of the profits raised 
from all the activities of the West 
Coast German Shepherd SC go 
towards a donation to a police 
canine department in BC.
 

Thank you for your 
tremendous support in 
helping us reach our 
goal
 

2013 goal
 
$3000.00 

$1000.00

$100.00 
currently

WEST COAST GERMAN SHEPHERD SC
fund raiser
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WEST COAST CELEBRATES 24 
YEARS OF  COMMITMENT TO 
STRIVE FOR EXCELLENCE AND TO 
SHARE THAT DREAM

INVITATIONAL WORKWEEK

Vancouver Island

Germany

Australia

Ontario

Hawaii

Alberta

Yukon

Washington Police

Tengen 

Edmonton
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TRACKING

scent descrimination so getting them to recognize a 
track is extremely easy.  
 
Conceptually, I do not prioritize or invest a lot of 
time helping the dog to recognize the track, rather I 
establish a “need ” to find articles and it is from this 
“need” that the dog uses its nose to follow the track. 
 
Getting the dog to be “fascinated” in finding 
articles provides the incentive to follow the 
track.
 
With experience, I have learned to trust the 
incredible genetic scenting capability of the dog. 
They easily recognize the track and I encourage the 
dog to hone that skill by giving it the responsibility to 
find articles in the most efficient way it can. By 
laying tracks in such a way that it isolates the 
means for finding articles to be exclusively by 
sniffing, the dog is manipulated into using its 
incredible scenting capabilities. 
 
The skill of precision tracking is honed by 
experience, promoted by the reward given for 
finding the articles and reinforced by the 
understanding that it must track. 
 
The dog’s genetic genius combined with 
experience and the expert application of 
learning principles makes a remarkably reliable 
top performer.
 
 
 

TRACKING PROGRAM 
OVERVIEW

by Lance Collins
 
Goal: to establish a level of skill and reliability in 
tracking whereby a 96 (low excellent) at the World 
Championship is a disappointment regardless of the 
terrain and/or weather conditions. 
 
How one thinks about or conceptualizes tracking 
dictates the process of training. Traditional 
methodologies promote following the track as the 
prime objective. Most training programs are geared 
towards getting the dog to recognize the track itself 
and do not prioritize establishing a goal or objective 
to be secured by following the track.
 
My philosophy about tracking is significantly different 
than the traditional methods, in that I want to 
establish the article as the prime purpose for tracking 
and I do that very deliberately from the early stages 
of the tracking process. 
 
I see tracking as two stages. Pre-article and post-
article tracking. The pre-article phase is utilized to 
promote the use of the nose and develop an 
understanding of the tracking command. The post 
article phase is the real core of tracking and it is in 
the introductions of article indication work that the 
dog realizes it must work.
 
I know full well that the dog has fantastic abilities of 
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The dog's inherent skills and learned commitment 
are only developed to a high level of precision and 
reliability with a lot of experience. This requires a 
strong commitment to train and managing the 
process so that the dog works with confidence, 
calmness and determination.
 
How does the dog know?
I describe the dog's ability to discern scent as 
similar to the partnership of the human eye and 
brain. Our eyes take in light and signal the brain. 
The brain interprets the signals as color, shades of 
color and brightness, allowing us to readily 
recognize them without conscious thought or effort. 
 
With scent, the dog has a similar capability. Their 
brain converts the information into easily 
recognizable entities as variable as colour. The 
scent of each track is as obvious to the dog as if it 
was a distinct colour, different from the surrounding 
terrain. 
 
To simplify the discussion it is enough to say that 
the dog sees scent with its nose, each scent as 
separate and discernable as if it were a different 
color. 
 
The challenge for the handler is to convince the dog 
that the specific scent of the track is the most 
important and the most beneficial. The dog needs 
to be manipulated into believing that the scent of 
the track is special and that investigating it brings 
extraordinary benefits.
 
The ideal performance is a calm and steady 
tempo, with total concentration and determination to 
find the articles. These are the key elements for 
achieving a precise performance in competition. To 
achieve that there needs to be a plan with clear 
objectives and an ongoing self evaluation process.

"It is not possible to teach a dog to track. 
          It is only possible to teach it not to track"
 

INTRODUCTION TO TRACKING

Genetic capability
To say that dogs are fundamentally "a life support 
system for a nose" is not that much of an 
exaggeration. Certainly it is a simplistic comment 
but it does reflect their extreme ability to detect 
scents and discriminate between them. 
 
Using their nose to discern scent is one of the dog's 
most natural activities and is something that the dog 
can be observed doing almost continuously in their 
active periods, throughout their entire lives. 
 
Arguably tracking is the easiest of the activities that 
we ask the dog to perform. Why then do we see so 
many problems in the tracking phase in 
competition? 
 
The simple answer is that under-estimating the 
dog's ability to discern various scents and their 
uniqueness is the most common fault in training for 
tracking. 
 
Dogs are geniuses when it comes to discerning 
scent but many handlers train as if they are stupid. 
 
The ability to track is one of the most fascinating 
capabilities of dogs. Even after 30+ years of 
working with German Shepherds and watching 
them work through the variety of tracks and solve 
the difficulties I present them, I continue to be 
amazed by their ability. 
 
Achieving high performance tracking is a 
process.
Developing a dog to consistently high performance 
tracking is a deliberate and systematic process. It 
involves cultivating and manipulating the dog's 
genetic tendencies in a logical and sequential 
program. 
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Our Sponsors
 
Work Week is a special and significant event on the international 
dog event calendar. 
 
The sponsors and corporate partners make this event bigger, better 
and more exciting.
 
We urge you all to support these businesses at every opportunity 
and let them know where you found out about them.
 
 

Northwest Tank Lines
 
K9 Redline - Dog Sport Gear
 
Gradlyn - Pet Shipping
 
Zinger Crates
 
Alstom Power Service
 
Tom Turner Dumbells Inc
Markus & WC Training Boxes
Residence Inn by Merriott
Bausch & Lomb
Kebernik Training Center
Dragonhaus Shepherds
Wendelin German Shepherds

Our Sponsors

Bergblick German Shepherds
Poop Bags
Otter Co-op
DDC Puzzles
Quick Books
Gooddog Custom Boarding
Break Away Motel
Ramada
E- Collar technologies - Einstein 
DogTrainerSource.com
Centaur Awards
MIURA
Waldo & Tubbs
K&K Mountainview
K9 Clarity
Obedience Plus
 DDC Dahlias



systematic and calm search behavior.
 
Early establishment of a strong desire to track will 
provide a firm basis to support the dog through the 
stresses of being precise in the challenging 
situations that will come later in training. Building 
that desire is completely dependent on the dog 
being satisfied by the tracking activity.
 
Tracking is easy for the dog. 
Under-estimating the ease by which the dog can 
track is a major factor in limiting the progress of the 
dog in developing tracking skills. Boredom from 
simple and unchallenging training on the part of the 
handler takes away the dog’s incentive to track and 
suppresses the development of natural skills.
 
Our working dogs are geniuses in scent 
discrimination and it is essential not to treat or train 
them as if they are incapable or stupid.

TRACKING

The plan or process has to take into account the 
genetic capabilities of the dog, how a dog learns, 
what motivates a dog to track and what satisfies the 
dog. The handler also has to have a strategy for 
introducing the obedience aspects of the work.
 
To develop and maintain a dog capable of high 
performance tracking in any competition, the handler 
must establish a balance in the dog between being 
motivated to search and the understanding that it 
must search. 
 
Only by applying proven learning principles and 
utilizing training techniques that promote confidence 
can we balance precision with a strong commitment 
to work out the track.
 
The handler’s primary objectives are to create a 
strong desire to track, to develop 
an exclusive use of the nose and to develop a 
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Brandy vom 
Dornheimer Land 

IPO 3
 

Vero vom OsterfeldVero vom Osterfeld

Brandy vom 
Dornheimer Land 

IPO 3
Father:
Eyko vom Moerfelder Land SchH 3
 
Mother:
Angie vom Neckarweisen SchH 3

Father 
Herkules von der Agnesburg
SchH3 (SG LGA) IP3 FH1
 
Mother
Hexe vom Oesterfeld SchH3
 

DO
G

 TR
AINING CEN

TER

KEB E R N IK
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TRACKING

WENDELINFARM INC.
73 Plains Creek Road
Chapeau, Quebec
JOX 1M0
 
Tel :  819-689-5664
 lkaiser@sympatico.ca
 
 

Zando vom Cap Arkona 
IPO3 Kk1
WUSV WM competitor

Navar Hronovsky Parmen
ZVV3  1st class 5JV1/P

Breeder of top Czech and German 
working line German Shepherds
 
Environmentally sound with courage, 
good nerve, high drives and 
intelligence. 
 
For law enforcement, top sport, SAR 
and family companions.

comes with the (learned) understanding that there is 
always a solution detectable by sniffing. 
 
The dog must be physically fit. 
Tracking requires a strong physical effort and can be 
taxing. The dog can/will become fatigued with the effort. 
Building up fitness is an essential objective.
 
The dog must be mentally fit. 
Tracking requires a lot of concentration. Building up the 
ability to concentrate for long periods of time is an 
essential objective.
 
The dog must understand that it has to 
track when asked to do so by the handler.      
 
This is the critical element in establishing reliability and 
is the single most difficult element in the process of 
preparing the dog for top competition tracking. Long 
and expensive trips to big competitions quickly lose 
their magic when the dog refuses to track because of 
the distractions of travel.
 
For the dog to make excellent decisions in tracking, the 
dog must know that quitting and/or lack of commitment 

Training in tracking should evolve to include 
complexities that far exceed the simplicity of trial 
tracks. This approach leads to dogs becoming 
interested and enthusiastic. Such training results in 
the dog being encouraged to fully develop their 
exceptional tracking abilities.
 
The dog must believe every centimeter of the 
track is equally important. Preparing the dog to 
understand that items might be hidden anywhere 
and often along the track and promoting constant 
checking with the nose is an essential goal.
 
From the beginning the dog should learn that 
using the nose is the only means to be successful. 
 
The dog must have a personal benefit 
for tracking. 
The dog must anticipate being rewarded for finding 
hidden items and for finding the correct direction of 
the track. Payment for performance is essential.
 
The dog must trust that there is always 
a track to follow. 
Confidence to work out problems in the track 
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TRACKING

 
What not to do;
Avoid straight tracks. They are too predictable. 
This technique encourages the dog to rush to the 
rewards and minimizes the need for using their nose.
 
Avoid soft dirt or terrain where the dog can use 
its eyes. This terrain leaves visible foot prints and 
minimizes the need for using the nose. Every 
consideration in training for tracking must be directed 
at causing the dog to concentrate with its nose. 
Starting a novice dog in a dirt field where the 
footsteps of the tracklayer are clearly visible needs 
to be avoided.
 
Avoid tracking into the wind. Wind corrupts 
technique. 
 
Avoid continual interference and steering.  
Handler interference eliminates independent 
searching. It compromises the dog’s dependency 
and trust of its own nose and causes the dog to only 
follow the handlers directions. 
 
Avoid using trial tracking patterns in training. This 
promotes boredom and disinterest.
 
Avoid thinking of trial tracking patterns as the 
end goal. The dog is far more capable than the 
simple track patterns laid out in the trial regulations.
 
Avoid kicking or stomping in the track. Walk 
normally and trust the dog’s incredible sense of smell 
to recognize even the lightest steps. Treat them like 
the geniuses they are.
 
Avoid tracking right beside your parked car. Lay 
your tracks quite some distance away from where 
you park. Use the walk to the start to condition your 
dog to recognize this as a signal for tracking. It is not 
uncommon to have a long walk to the track in big 
competitions and this should be part of the training 
strategy.
 

in tracking is not an option. That understanding can 
only come by the dog actually quitting. 
 
For reliablity at big competitions, it is critically 
important that the dog understand clearly the 
consequences of committed tracking and the 
consequences of a lack of commitment. 
 
It is only through these consequences that the dog is 
is able to make good decisions in working out 
problems.
The dog should understand that it can 
only be successful by tracking in a slow, 
calm and intense manner. 
 
Tempo is managed primarily by strategic track laying. 
How the track is laid promotes behavior. Fast and 
hectic is as predictable as calm and deliberate. Both 
are products of the type of track laid by the 
trainer/handler. 
 
Technique is more important than distance. 
When developing the young dog’s skill, technique has 
to be the first priority over every other requirement. 
Technique must take precedent over all other 
objectives and in the course of pushing the dog into 
more challenging tracks, the challenge should not be 
at the expense of technique.
 
In the beginning;
When beginning with the training of the dog in 
tracking, the novice handler has to have a vision of 
what a top preformance looks like. Taking the time to 
study top competitors in competition will provide that 
image. 
 
Beginners will also need a clear plan or process. 
Years of training with dogs along with expert guidance 
will get you there. 
 
Unfortunately, finding expert guidance is almost 
always a problem. There is no shortage of people 
willing to tell the beginner what to do. Unfortunately 
there is no way for the beginner to discriminate 
between quality information and misleading 
information so the process can be somewhat 
frustrating.
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Haakon vom Moerfelder Land 
IPO3

Sire: 
V Eyko vom Moerfelder Land Sch3 
 
Dam: 
SG Chakira von den Caerosen Sch3 FH2
 
Line bred
3-3 Asko von der Lutter 
       World Champion (WUSV V1) Bundessieger (BSP V1)

www.vomhausbergblick.com
Haus Bergblick German Shepherds

Rock solid nerves 
    Flawless & hard grip

Expressive Energetic
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TRACKING

dependent.
 
Tracking philosophy
Every training track must have a purpose. That 
purpose is to have the dog come away with more 
understanding than it started with. 
 
A well thought out track is the best training tool 
available to the handler. Strategically laid, the track 
prompts the dog to utilize its inherent talent to its full 
potential. 
 
Developing and refining the dog’s tracking 
technique by cultivating a calm, intense, methodical 
work behavior from the outset will reduce the 
handler’s workload dramatically and make the 
progress in tracking significantly more continuous 
and problem free. 
 
The handler must have faith in the dog’s 
inherent ability to track and allow that 
ability to grow.
 
Strategic track laying:
The track itself needs to be laid in terrain so that the 
track is not visible to the dog. Although it is ideal for 
the handler to be able to follow the track, visibility 
provides the dog with an opportunity to be 
successful by sighting the track, thereby lessening 
the dog’s dependency on its nose. Visibility is to be 
avoided.
 
For all dogs, the severity or difficulty of the terrain 
must not be overwhelming. The difficulty of terrain 
must take into consideration the dogs experience 
and the level of skill demonstrated by the dog.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Predictability, visibility and wind 
are the most corrupting factors in 
cultivating precise tracking skills. 
 
In the beginning; the primary objectives of the 
handler in this stage should be four fold. 

1. The first is to create enthusiasm and a 
positive attitude. 

2. The second is to create the understanding 
that there is a definite scent on the ground 
connected to the reward itself. 

3. The third is to establish the relationship 
between the correct tracking behavior and 
the track command. 

4. The fourth is to convince the dog that 
success can only be achieved by using its 
nose. Enthusiastic searching with the nose 
is the foundation for problem solving.

 
The strategy used in the laying of the track is 
the most influential factor on the dog’s behavior in 
tracking. The handler must lay the initial training 
tracks in a manner to compliment the dog’s genetic 
skills and to simplify and minimize the handling. Our 
objective is to have the dog working calmly, 
intensely on a loose line (3-5 meter) with little or no 
interference or influence from the handler. 
 

Let the track teach the dog. 
 
The shape of tracks
The direction of the track must not be predictable to 
the point that the dog does not have to search 
intensely. 
 
Predictable tracks such as straight-line, allow the 
dog to assume where the reward will be placed. 
When the assumption is proven, pulling and 
speeding forward to get to the reward becomes the 
technique rather then searching diligently with the 
nose. 
 
Once the dog has learned that not using the nose 
to find the reward is a practical option, problem 
solving skills become speed dependent not nose 
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V Felix vom Metterursprung IPO III, KKL 1
Zendor Luscondai X  Prisca vom dunklen Zwinger
Linebred Fero vom Zeuterner Himmelreich,  Orry von Haus Antverpa
 

Contact Frank or Jeanne Novak
fsnovak@gmail.com
780 922-3955

Standing at Stud to Approved Females...

Photo Courtesy of Dean Gray
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If the dog has a training track...... with no difficulty and 
no stress

......... it learned nothing”
 

TRACKING

With curves, handling the dog becomes a 
combination of observation and gentle manipulation 
of the leash. 
 
 Curved tracks combined with the handler allowing 
the dog the freedom to search with the nose to find 
the rewards promotes slow and intense work.
 
The handler needs patience and cunning to allow 
the dog to convince itself that access to rewards is 
totally dependent on its ability to follow the track. It 
is a relatively simple process, provided the handler 
can relax and work calmly and quietly. 
 
 
 

Ideally the initial exposure to tracking should be on 
terrain that has a short lush vegetation cover such as 
grass, clover, winter wheat etc. This type of 
vegetation cover provides a strong clear scent when 
stepped on and is sufficiently resilient to keep the 
disturbance virtually invisible to the eyes of the dog.
 
The direction of the track must not be predictable to 
the point that the dog does not have to search 
vigorously. 
 
A curve or series of curves with the very first track is 
ideal for keeping the dog active with the nose and 
prevents the dog from anticipating correctly where 
the track goes. 
 
Curves also allow the handler the opportunity to work 
with a loose line reducing the effect of pulling hard 
that a tight line creates. (Opposite reflex response) 
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Why do we train dogs in protection 
Unprovoked bites on people are almost exclusively 
caused by dogs that have never been trained in 
aggression or protection. The vast majority of 
unprovoked bites are from pet dogs that are not 
trained in any formal way. 
 
Some people will argue that it is wrong to train dogs in 
aggression or protection because it teaches dogs to 
bite people. Informed people understand that all dogs 
bite. Biting is an integral part of their natural social and 
survival behavior. 
 
It is not possible to actually teach a dog to bite. We 
can only teach them when it is, and is not 
appropriate.
 
Properly training and testing dogs in Schutzhund style 
aggression and protection work, does not increase the 
risk of unprovoked biting. Proper Schutzhund training 
decreases the risk of unprovoked bites because 
obedience is the core of the training. 
 
German Shepherds are assigned to the majority of 
police and military service dog roles for valid reasons. 
They are the product of a realistic and comprehensive 
civilian based training, testing and breeding program 
called Schutzhund. 
 
This 110 year old civilian program is freely accessible 
to government and allows the police services to focus 
their valuable resources on their core business, of 
policing, not dog breeding. 
 
To provide these remarkably talented dogs for public 
service we test them before we breed them and it is 
from this process that the vast majority of service dogs 
come from. 
 
Testing provides information
The ability to handle stress and adversity is essential 
for both a service and a sport dog. We really do need 
to know if the dog would hide behind the police handler 
when there is a threat or risk to deal with, before we 
put them into service. 
 
We really do need to know that a dog can stay 
controllable to the handler when engaged in physically 
subduing an individual before it is deployed.

 
We really do need to know if a dog becomes 
uncontrollable when engaged in a confrontation, 
before it is deployed in service.    
 
We really do need to know if the dog's ability to 
engage in physically subduing an individual is 
affected by travel in cars, trucks, boats, planes or 
helicopters, or by loud noises, gun fire, lightning & 
thunder, severe weather, heavy traffic, unstable or 
slippery surfaces, heights and stressed & 
traumatized people. 
 
Training and testing the dog in protection and 
aggression exposes the dogs to many of those 
situations and helps to identify those dogs that are 
not capable. 
 
We really do need to know if the dog is capable 
before it is deployed because lives may depend on it. 
 
We really do need to know all of the above and 
more, before each dog is to be bred, so that they do 
not pass on the wrong tendencies to the next 
generations.
 
Schutzhund training and testing of dogs in protection 
and aggression skills is very important because it 
creates a safer and more reliable dog. It teaches the 
dog to recognize the difference between threats or 
flight, and passive or surrender situations. It teaches 
the dog to be controllable under provocation and 
identifies those dogs that can not be readily 
controlled. 
 
The training and testing of dogs in protection and 
aggression skills is very important for the selection of 
suitable candidates for breeding. The test identifies 
some very significant qualities and traits within each 
dog. It tests the dog's courage and confidence in 
threatening situations and tests the dog's ability and 
willingness to be assertive when directed by the 
handler. 
 
Schutzhund training and testing identifies those 
temperaments and characteristics best suited for the 
demands of service work.The national schutzhund 
organization documents all results of the testing 
program. 
 

PROTECTION



PROTECTION

The Guarding Phase
The guarding phase is the single most controversial 
aspect of the sport of schutzhund and police work 
for that matter. 
 
The controversy in the sport begins when judges 
make deductions for dogs that bark continuosly but 
are not convincing in their tone and do not 
demonstrate dominating body language 
and..................... when judges don’t make 
deductions for dogs that bark passively in front 
begging for the arm, or even worse, for a ball.
 

It is controversial because it requires the 
recognition of the distinction of tone in barking in 
combination with distinction in the body language of 
the dog and few people are experienced enough to 
recognize the differences. 
 
For many, barking is barking and there is no 

consideration of the motive and purpose that is 
expressed by the different tones. The barking a dog 
makes when it wants a ball or a toy is unique to that 
situation and the sound the dog makes when it is in 
a confrontational situation is equally distinct. 
 
Continuous barking in the direction of the helper can 

only be evaluated as excellent when the tone of the 
bark and the dogs demeanor are both synonomous 
with dominance and confrontation. 
 
Barking or begging for the arm is not the purpose or 
intent of the exercise and dogs which work this way 
cannot be rated excellent. 
Modern trainers with today’s technology can 
manipulate a dog into simulating the exercise with 
precision. However without the element of risk of the 
confrontational situation, the dogs are not working 
with the correct purpose. 
 
The purpose of the guarding/holding exercise is to 
profile the dogs nerve structure in a confrontational 
situation. 
 
Training that denies the risk of confrontation hides 
the true character of the dog which the exercise was 
designed to demonstrate.
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SG Finn vom Metterursprung
SchHII        ZW 70     HD & ED Normal

 
 
Sire:
Zender vom Lusondai Sch3 (WUSV)
Dam:
Prisca vom Dunklen Zwinger Sch1
 

 
Haus Bergblick German Shepherds

www.vomhausbergblick.com
gchoffmann@shaw.ca

 
Devastating Speed  
 
Extreme Power 
 
Intensity
 
Crushing Grip
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PROTECTION

 
The dog has two primary tools in its arsenal when it 
comes to hunting and fighting. They have a powerful 
bite and specially designed teeth to effectively disable 
the prey and they have agility. 

The dog is extremely mobile and uses that ability to 
move in and out of the hunt and/or fight quickly. It is 
both a defensive and offensive advantage that a dog 
will not relinquish when in such a situation. A dog that 
feels it is really in a confrontational situation keeps its 
feet on the ground to ensure maximum mobility. 
 
Dogs that leap into the air with all four feet and 
expose their belly to the cornered prey are 
demonstrating behavior that is not consistent with a 
real adversarial situation. Dogs that guard or hold in 
this manner have forfeited their mobility and exposed 
their undefended mid section to the enemy. This 
behavior has to be credited less than the dog which 
demonstrates the proper behavior.
 
Dogs that are adversarial when guarding will be 
totally attentive to the helper. The attention is 

reinforced by the risk of a counter attack or escape 
by the helper.
 
In order to be rated “excellent (V)” in the guarding 
phase the dog must be convincing in both its 
barking and behavior. 
 
The combination of tone in the barking and the 
behavior determine the conviction in the work.
 
The guarding phase is also used to determine the 
character of the dog in a confrontational situation. 
 
The dogs must be able to control themselves to use 
their bite as a weapon only when actually 

challenged.  They must also demonstrate guidability 
and to do that they must be sure and emotionally in 
control.
 
Dogs which cannot handle the perceived risk of the 
confrontation will be intimidated. That intimidation 
manifests in unprovoked biting or in avoidance 
behavior, such as leaving or looking away from the 
helper.
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Fitness includes weight management.
Competition dogs are exposed to vigorous 
physical demands. Their ability to handle the 
challenges of running, turning, twisting, starting, 
stopping and the full contact of the protection work 
are dependent on fitness.
 
Running and swimming are two excellent methods 
of preparing a dog for the demands of a full 
contact sport.
 
Treadmills are effective alternatives to biking for 
building up the running muscles and endurance. In 
areas with extreme weather that makes heavy 
exercise risky for dogs, the indoor treadmill is an 
ideal alternative.
 
Swimming is excellent in that it is low impact and  
extremely effective in building both muscle and 

FITNESS AND CONDITIONING

cardio. Most dogs really love the swimming work out 
so it has a double benefit.
 
Controlling the food intake and quality is also 
important. Weight is easily managed by limiting the 
amount of food provided. In most cases minor 
adjustment in volume can keep the dog in an 
excellent weight range.
 
With a horizontal spine, excess weight really puts a 
lot of stress on it. Excessive weight over long periods 
of time will produce permanent damage to the spine 
and dramatically reduce the quality of life for older 
dogs. 
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Innovative training solutions 
 www.dogtrainerresource.com

 
CANADA and USA authorized dealer for Einstein Training Collars.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rugged design with programmable BOOST and CLEAN stimulation.

Interesting training articles and videos 
for every canine owner 
from pet to competition
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Located in Langley BC, 
 

Corporate awards
Sports trophies  

Custom engraving 
 
 

Our showroom is open 
Monday to Friday 
8:30am to 5:00pm 

 
 

To Place an Order or Get a Quote:
 1(800) 665-2771

(604) 533-0171
Fax: (604) 533-1677

 
Email: 

Trophies and Engraving - 
trophies@centaurawards.com

 
Ribbons, Rosettess and Sashes 

ribbons@centaurawards.com
 
    

E-collars: to use or not to use 
 
Some people have concerns about the use of 
electronic training collars (e-collars) for dogs. These 
concerns usually are due to feeling that dogs can be 
corrected too harshly or inappropriately by e-collars, 
and that people use e-collars when they don’t know 
how else to train, or out of frustration. The use of e-
collars by people who use them inappropriately and 
who do not understand learning principles is not 
beneficial. However, this applies to all different ways of 
correcting a dog as well.
 
Corrections will always be a necessary part of training 
dogs to be under full control of the handler at all times, 
and the use of e-collars can be a very effective and 
humane application of corrections. Effective dog 
training uses principles of psychological learning 
theory that have been scientifically established. 
Learning theory involves using consequences (both 
positive and negative) of behaviour to modify or 
change existing behaviour. It is incorrect to assume 
that there should never be any negative 
consequences. This may be an ideology that some 
people hold, however it is not based on psychological 
learning theory, which addresses both positive and 
negative consequences. 
 
E-collars can be a very effective way of delivering 
corrections while ensuring that the dog has a positive 
expression in its work.  E-collars can have a number 
of advantages over other types of corrections/aversive 
stimulation, such as:

 e-collars are particularly useful for off-lead 
and long distance training 

 e-collars result in less physical force, and 
less corrections required in training 

 e-collar corrections are easier to time 
correctly

 it is easier to provide consistent correction 
levels

 e-collars can remove the need for physical 
confrontations, such as may occur when 
leash corrections are applied 

 e-collars are useful for applying 
corrections to physically insensitive dogs, 
or handlers with limited strength

 there is no possibility of physical trauma 
or injury.

ELECTRONIC COLLARS
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www.miuragolf.com
-Striving for excellence-

 

 

Wishing everyone at Workweek an 
outstanding experience !

 

 

 

W h o o s h !!
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Charlotte Johnson
Memorial Award

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presented to the person(s) who 
contributes to the West Coast 
GSSC by the building of the 

club in spirit or by hand, 
always with a positive attitude, 
quietly encouraging others to 

do their best.
 
 
 
 

2012 Gabi Hoffmann
2011 Angela Craddock
2010 Nancy Wong
2009 Jane Holowaty
2008 Ros Jamieson
2007  Nick Doktor

 
Not always in the forefront,

but always in our hearts
 
 
 
 
 
 

In summary, effective training involves both 
corrections and rewards to modify a dog’s behaviour. 
E-collars can be a very effective way of delivering 
corrections, and they have many advantages over 
other methods, when used appropriately. 
 
Contact and e-collars

The one disadvantage that can occur when using 
electronic training collars (e-collars) is inconsistent 
contact between the probes and the dog’s skin. At 
best, this can result in missed corrections and a lack 
of consistency in applying consequences which make 
it more difficult for the dog to learn. At worst, it can 
result in the handler thinking that the particular level 
that the dog is being worked on may not be enough 
and therefore turn the level up, which may result in 
the dog receiving an inappropriately high stimulation 
once contact is restored.

To ensure consistent contact, the standard 
techniques are: making sure the collar is snug, 
brushing dead hair from the neck and using longer 
prongs with pointed ends. Despite this, there may still 
be times, due to the dog’s movement or the collar 
movement, when contact is missed. 

The best possible solution is to use two receiver 
boxes on the collar, one on each side of the neck, 
programmed to the same transmitter. We have found 
that this has resolved all the contact concerns that we 
frequently encountered in the past. As well, the dog 
does not need to have a tight fitting collar (snug but 
not tight), which ensures no restrictions on barking 
exercises.  

In this way communication with the dog can be 
absolutely consistent.

 
 

 

ELECTRONIC COLLARS
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Kravallo Vom Schmietbauregut (IPO3)  X 
Esta Vom Burgestatte IPO3
 

 Cell: (360) 303-6334
steven.burger@comcast.net

For more Information

“the best female Doberman in protection I have ever seen”
                                                                           Lance Collins
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Breeding planned for late summer 2013
 
 
 



Protocol for the sport of Schutzhund
. 
The martial arts have centuries old traditions and 
protocols. 
 
These protocols and traditions promote self-control, 
respect, humility and dignity. Like the martial arts, 
the sport of Schutzhund has traditions and 
protocols for the same purpose. 
 
Proper reporting in and out for the various phases, 
competing in club uniforms, respecting competitors, 
volunteers, officials and maintaining dignity in 
success and failure are all important elements of 
how the sport is presented. 

Respect and Protocol

Creating a positive perception
Generally there is a tremendous love affair with dogs 
in our society. That fascination covers a multitude of 
breeds and a variety of associated interests. However, 
we must not forget that there will always be those who 
don't understand or agree with the training of dogs, or 
even in having dogs in the community. Some are even 
afraid of dogs. In particular they are afraid of large 
breed dogs. It is important that those concerns are 
respected and reflected in the actions of dog owners.
 
The behavior of a dog owner affects the reputation of 
all dog owners, dog clubs, dog organizations and the 
breed they own. 
 
How dogs in 
general, and 
the dog sport in 
particular, are 
viewed by 
friends, family, 
peers and the 
public is 
dependent on 
how every 
individual 
presents 
themselves in 
public and 
while 
participating in 
and around the 
sport. 
 
Clubs have a 
responsibility to teach their members and to 
encourage responsible and respectful behavior.
 
The future of the Schutzhund sport in this changing 
world is also tied to the contribution it makes to society 
and in conveying the message that the sport is 
beneficial to the community. That message must be 
loud, clear and consistent. 
 
We all have a vested interest in responsible dog 
ownership. Dogs and dog owners have to be educated 
to be good citizens. Working dog clubs and their 
members must be a big part of the solution.  
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social centers for people to gather and enjoy their 
common interests in a comfortable setting.
Club facilities also provide alternative venues for 
hosting training, seminars, competitions, shows and 
numerous other dog related activities. 
 
Club facilities help to keep dogs owners from using 
public play grounds and recreational sports 
complexes as their training and exercise areas.
 
Club facilities are an important element for building a 
positive learning environment for everything from 
basic responsible ownership to the competitive 
training of dogs. 
 
The club structure creates a team environment which 
contributes to the competition aspect between the 
various clubs from different communities.
 

German Shepherd Schutzhund Club of Canada 
member clubs are all registered non-profit societies. 
T3he funds to maintain and improve the facilities to 
organize and to host events are generated from 
memberships and fund raising events held at the 
facility. 
 

Clubs & facilities

Clubs & Club grounds
We know that the training of dogs dramatically reduces 
the incidents of unprovoked bites. The education of 

owners and dogs is the key to preventing such 
incidents. 
 
Dog Sport clubs and their facilities compliment the 
widely available public and private professional dog 
obedience classes and provide an option for those who 

would like to do more with their dog after learning the 
basics. 
 
Club facilities draw people of a common interest 
together to share information and knowledge at an 
affordable price and provide a low cost form of family 
and personal recreation with the dogs. The clubs are 34
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DogSport Gear Canada
dogsportgear.ca

DogSport Gear USA
dogsportgear.com

Toll Free: 888 856 2076
email: dogsportgear@telus.net
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D o g S p o r t   G e a r   C a n a d a 
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